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Exercises in Aimed Solar Returns
from the Blog of Ciro Discepolo (65)

Dear Ciro,
I wanted to post on your blog, but I think there is an error, because I
can't do it anymore, so I am sending my questions through the email. You
can post my message on your blog.
There are a some things that might not be too clear.
If a planet, let's say Saturn, transits a certain point,for ex,and it conjuncts
the Sun on the day of the SR and then, during the whole year, it no longer
conjuncts the Sun, which is the most important influence as a symbol, the
aspect in the SR or the transit?
I know transits are subordinated to the SR, but, still, this might leave
further interpretation.
Also, what if we deal with the reverse situation? Saturn doesn't conjunct
the planet in the SR, but it conjuncts it during that year.
Which is the difference between the 2 situations from above?
You mention in your books that a transit becomes effective within an orb
of 2-3 degres. Are there situations when the influence is felt even before/
after: at 4-5 degres or above?
As regards my next SR in 2013, I find myself a little indecise.
There are 3 options:
Brisbane(AU) - suggested by you
Gaborone (Botswana)
Montreal (Canada)
Brisbane seems good for general elevation in profession and life, but it
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affects, too much, in my opinion, the love life (Mars and Neptune in 7th)
correlated with a Saturn transit in square to Venus.
Gaborone - I don't trust Saturn in 8th, especially since I have a bad
transit in 2nd house towards the Sun (square); Mars in 11th with Saturn in
8th might announce some grief.
Montreal - seems a safe choice, especially since I had 2 almost similar
SR charts for the past 2 years, love and health seem protected.What I don't
like,is the cluster on 2nd house,contemporarily with a Saturn transit in the
2nd. To be honest, the past 2 years (similar charts with 2nd house
influence)were more about expenses.
What I personally want for 2013 is elevation in profession and good
health, but, also, I don't want to ruin what I've built for this year, as
regards love.
I am also looking forward starting a business in partnership this end of
year, so I have to choose a good chart in this regard for next year.
I am not sure if the business collaboration might constellate itself with a
Mars and Neptune in 7th (Brisbane chart). What is your opinion?
24 JAN 1986, 21:20, Campulung,Arges
Thank you!
Best wishes,
Georgiana Costescu, Bucarest

Dear Georgiana,
yes, it is true: many bloggers are privately writing me to tell me that they
don't succeed in posting on this blog.
I think that all of us have to be patients and to understand that the
enormous success of Google is so great that this marvelous reality of the
web doesn't succeed in growing to the extraordinary rhythm of the
applications of the users.
For example, from how much the technicians of Google - that they are
always very kind and prepared - have communicated me from over 6 months
there is a bug on my account and they were not able, until today, to destroy
this bug?
For this motive I am posting not my Astrology Essays on Google Books,
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but on my sites. For the same reason at times they disappear, for months,
millions of documents of mine that are on the web and that they are seen
with other search motors, but that by Googles don't appear.
Have to be patient because, as I said, Google is certainly the Number 1
in the whole world!

And we come to the second part of your post.
As many others and you have understood, my school of Astrology gives
the maximum relief to the Houses: could we call my school "Astrology of
the Houses". Why? Reflect.
In Astrology whoever understands, studying a lot, that an astral
configuration is very more powerful how much less time lasts. A Celestial
stays only also about 1 hour in a House of Solar Return, or a little anymore,
if it is found in a sign of short Ascension.
This means that such configuration will characterize only the subject and
a limited number of other people.
We now take a conjunction Saturn-Sun as that that is touched for many
months, recently, to all the people with the Sun among the 22 and the 24
degrees in Libra: millions and millions and millions of people!
This configuration cannot be so important as another that "burns" only
75 minutes!
Then we give a lot of weight to the position of the planets in the Houses
and a little to the transits.
Nevertheless the passage, for example, of Saturn on the Sun of birth, it
is generally very hard and, if in the same year, we leave a stellium in I, 6 ^ or
8 ^ or 12 ^ House, we will have to attend does heavy indeed for the subject.
If then the relatives of this subject will have also them heavy positions, there
will be indeed a very bad year, certainly.
I consider the orbits of the aspects smaller of those that you quote (the
point on the situation there will be in the next my two books): if we speak of
Pluto, Neptune and Uranus, I generally consider 1, maximum 2 degrees
and I totally exclude that at 3-4 degrees there is every effect.
We now reason on the next your Aimed Solar Return and let's set us a
question: do we want "monetize" immediately or to invest, possibly in
irreversible way for the future?
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In the first case I again recommend you Brisbane, where you can defend
your recent love using a lot the exorcism of the symbols, for example
practising martial sport and quarreling a lot with a forgery objective: a
neighbor, a stupid astrologer, etc.
The Aimed Solar Return for Gaborone is unadvisable for the reasons
that you same have said: also I would avoid a so heavy combination of 8^
and of 11^ House.
The one for Montreal is good and interesting, but the Jupiter on the
Descendant, today that you are living a beautiful love story, it could be
dangerous for the love almost as the Mars in the Seventh House of Brisbane.
In short, dear Georgiana, as you know because you are among my best
colleagues that are formed theirselves to my school, we cannot annul the
malefic stars with the bleach and we have to accept to have some damages.
An affectionate regards and best wishes.

ASR Gerorgiana 2013 For Brisbane

ASR Gerorgiana 2013 For Gaborone
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ASR Gerorgiana 2013 For Montreal

Thank you, Ciro!
Somebody was asking me. How can the SRs of people who travel in
space be configured? (you can post this question on the blog)
Best wishes and regards,
Georgiana Costescu

Dear Georgiana,
our good colleague Luciano Drusetta that is one of the best owners of
Active Astrology wrote some very important articles on my magazine
Ricerca ’90 on this matter.
I will ask to him translating them in English and to post on his blog and
also on our blog.
Best regards.
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Dear Ciro,
Can you suggest where to aim my father's upcoming Solar Return?
His birthday is October 31, 1942 (10:16 PM EST -5)-- Jersey City,
New Jersey, USA. (74w05, 40n44)
As of now, it is a 12th house return, with Pluto conjunct descendant.
Seems like a true disaster! Any suggestions??
Ever thankful, Michael

Dear Michael,
in this occasion you have done me to work more than the preceding
questions. In fact you have written that your father was born to the hours:
(10:16 PM EST -5). This means Eastern Standard Time. Instead to my Aladino
Database and also to the Thomas Shanks Database results that in the New
Jersey there was, that day, the Eastern War Time from February 9th 1942 up
to September 30th 1945, uninterruptedly. I have tried to also trace the graph
withAstrologiainlinea.it and with AstroDienst and all and three we find us with
an Ascendant Cancer to around 13°38'. Then we should be OK, but you
make other searches for safety. Could also try on an Italian website managed
by the rats that is precise and that can mistake at the most 15° on theAscendant!
And we come to the next Aimed Solar Return of your father. I certainly
recommend you Norwich - England that is a very very good ASR.
Nevertheless, despite this ASR is very good, the passage of Saturn on the
Sun of your father and a stellium with Mars in its IV House of SR, makes me
say that it would be better, for your father, if him, from 30 to 40 days after the
birthday, to get a surgical intervention to exorcize these positions. He could
also to get a laser to the eyes. Many wishes.

ASR Father Of Michael 2012 For Norwich England
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Astro Dienst

Astrologiainlinea
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Ciro Discepolo, an astrologer, journalist and
writer, was born in Naples in 1948 (on the 17th
of July, at 5:40 am).
He worked for twenty years at the most popular daily
of Naples, Il Mattino, writing articles on science,
medicine, informatics, literature and astrology. He
always refused to cast the so-called 'horoscopes of
the solar signs' for that newspaper and for any other
newspaper or magazine.
He worked (at 20 years old) for five years at the
CNR (National Research Council) as Researcher Helper and, for two years, as
Electronic Measures Laboratory‘s head in the Istituto Motori of Naples, CNR.
He has been dealing with astrology since 1970. He has written over 70 books,
most of them best-sellers in Italy as well as abroad (France, the United States
of America, Spain, Germany, Hungary, Slovenia and Russia) and about 250
short Astrology Essays almost all on Google Books. He has published also
about 1000 Astrology lessons on YouTube. In 1990 he founded the quarterly
Ricerca '90, which he's been directing since then.
He's been doing statistical researches from the very beginning of his
interest in astrology.
At the beginning of the '90s, he obtained very brilliant results with researches
on astral heredity on a sample of over 75,000 subjects.
He's been holding seminars, courses and lectures in different universities and
cultural centres in Italy and abroad.
He particularly deals with Predictive Astrology and Aimed Solar Returns.
According to many colleagues he may be considered the greatest living expert
of this sector. In fact not only he wrote a dozen of texts on this specific segment
of the "Art of Urania" - he can also rely on an experience of more than 20,000
aimed birthdays (covering the years 1970 to 2007) that he suggested, whose
outcomes he collected at an interval of one year.
He developed extremely advanced software packages for the study of
Predictive Astrology, also projecting an innovative algorithm which is
particularly useful for the dating of events within one year for individuals
or groups of people.
He is deeply interested in informatics. Astrologically speaking, he followed the
school of André Barbault.
He founded the school of the Active Astrology.

